Due to scheduling and social distance concerns, jazz rhythm section players are encouraged to record a video performing the two excerpts provided in this packet. To submit your audition using this method, please upload your recording as an unlisted video on YouTube or on any file hosting service (e.g., Drop Box, One Drive, iCloud, etc.) and then send the viewing or download link to Mr. Condit at rcondit@lamar.edu.

If you are unable to make a video audition, you should email Mr. Condit to schedule a Zoom or in-person (live) audition. All auditions must be completed by Tuesday, August 18.

Instructions
All rhythm section players should perform BOTH tunes provided in this packet.
- “Not In The Mood” should be played from the beginning to letter [E].
- “On Sno’ Peas” play from letter [L] – [O], except drums, which should play from the beginning to [E].

You are strongly encouraged to listen to the recordings to better understand the concept and style. They can be heard here:
- Not In The Mood
- On Sno’ Peas

Additional Information
All students who successfully earn a spot in the Cardinal Jazz Orchestra will receive a minimum of $400 scholarship per semester.

For more detailed information on the jazz rhythm section audition process, including scheduling, policies and procedures, please visit:
fine-arts-communication/bands/ensembles/jazz-orchestra/auditions.html
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